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OBJECT
The fundamental purpose of this paper is to pre-
sent the resu]~s of tests on models of different des-
igns of condenser scoop inlets in such a manner as to
directly aid the designer in the choice and design of
full scale scoops. In order to make the results of
model.tests as practical as possible, all data is so
arranged that the essential variables may be entered
directly in the plots and the best design of scoop
for a particular installation readily determined.
INTRODUCTION
It 1s evident that the primary purpose of a scoop
is to substitute the velocity power of a moving ship
for the power necessary to operate a pump in forcing
water through the circulating system. It is the func-
tion of a scoop to utilize the velocity power of the
water moving by the hull in the most efficient manner.
This efficiency may be measured and compared among dif-
ferent types of scoops in their various abilities to
provide the necessary quantity of water for cooling at
a definite velocity and against a certain static head
dr~p~ The best scoop is that one which will provide
the greatest volume of water against a large static
head over the greatest range of ship's speed. However,
the best scoop fO~,a particular circulating system can-
not be determined from scoop characteristics alone but
must be the one which best meets the requirements of
the system as a whole. That is, it must be that scoop
which most nearly approaches the performance of a pump
which might be designed for the same purpose. Further-
more, the design of any scoop should not defeat its own
purpose by causing such appendage resistance to be add-
ed to the hull that more power is necessary to overcome
this resistance than would be needed to drive the pump.
The authors feel that previous investigations of
condenser scoops, while providing valuable information
for a comparison of various designs, do not present
ready.material to the designer. The results presented
by Powell and Westgate in 1937 give comparative estim-
ates of scoops with no reference to an overboard dis-
charge. Their data is thus of use in comparing per-
formances of scoops alone. The tests of Crawford and
Hall in 1938 while including a discharge, are seriously
limited by low capacity results and cover such high ship
velocities that they are not generally applicable. Last-
ly, in his investigations, Schmidt used air as a fluid
medium, testing the scoop inlets independently of the
discharge and providing no method of simulating the sta-
tic drop through the entire system. The authors feel
that air may not be 'satisfactorily used in scoop analy-
ses because of the pressure changes at scoop inlet and
discharge which may be affected by the compressibility
of air, the flow of air thus not simulating the actual
flow of water.
Previous investigators, mentioned above, have made
the outstanding contributions to the information avail-
able on the performance of condenser scoops. Each group
has obtained data to be used for comparing the scoops
tested, and in addition has suggested a method of pres-
enting this data for design purposes. The test methods
of the present authors were developed for a twofold pur-
pose: to check the conclusions reached in previous in-
4
vestigations under the same conditions; and to obtain
data which could be directly applied to design as well
as comparison.
METHOD AND APPARATUS
Two distinct test methods were employed. The first
technique was to discharge the flow from the scoops into
a weighing tank. The second method was to construct an
approximate model circulating system. All tests were
conducted using part of the apparatus designed and built
by Powell and Westgate in 1937 and described in their
paper. Some changes were considered necessary.
The duct was lengthened 16 feet in order to increase
the accessibility of the instruments and scoops. Glass
panels were inserted in either side of the duct at the
scoop so that the flow might be observed and photographe~.
These panels were also found essential in determining
the minimum velocity possible without air entering the
top of the duct. The Pitot tube used for determining
duct velocity was placed about 4 1/2 feet ahead of the
scoop. This location was considered necessary in order
that any turbulence of flow caused by the large Pltot
would not affect the flow at the scoop entrance.
In discharging to the tank, flow from the scoop was
controlled by means of a gate valve in the line. The
system was about 4 feet long, consisting of radiator hose
5and brass tUbing sections, its diameter being at no point
less than 2 inches. It is assumed that no orifice ac-
tion occurred in the tubing joints since the overall dif-
ference in diameters at no point except the gate valve
differed by more than .08 inches.
In discharging back to the duct, the model system
consisted of the scoop and discharge located about 3 feet
apart with the "throttling gate valve inserted to offer
resistance to the flow. A Pitot tube was mounted in
brass tubing of the same diameter as the rest of the sys-
tem and equipped with vanes to straighten any eddies
which might be carried back from the injection. Veloc-
ities in the system were measured by this Pitot. A 450
discharge with a 1 1/2 inch "lipwas used throughout the
tests.
The measuring instruments consisted of glass man-
ometers using mercury as a medium. The Pitot measur-
ing flow through the system had a small enough range so
that a carbon tetrachloride manometer could be used.
All manometer connections were carefully adjusted to el-
iminate any danger of air affecting the readings.
Originally, a Venturi meter was used in place of the
small Pitot, but it was found that too much throttling
action occurred and serious limitation of capacity res-
ulted. The system in its final form presented very
little resistance with the gate valve full open. Pipe
6
bends and rubber hose ere used to connect the variou
units.
ater was dra n through a discharge valve fro a
standpipe ith the head aintained constant at 26 feet
4 inches. The duct velocity as oontrolled by means of
the above valve. It is certain that this method of
controlling duct velocity introduces no error in th
readings because of the great distance fro the valve
to the scoop. The standpipe as Bupplied by a 24,000
G. P. • pump. (For sketch see era ford and Hall,
Thesis, 1938.)
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CHECK ON PREVIOUS RESULTS
The two separate methode of testing result in two
completely different sets of readings. The tank test
data are useful in checking the results of previous in-
vestigations on the same scoops and are included for
that reason alone. As has been noted, this method
gives no quantitative results that may be applied to
system design since the discharge is lacking. However,
the information obtained and tabulated is of value in
comparing the scoops on an arbitrary basis.
The form in which the 1937 data ~as:preBented pre-
vents its comparison with either the 1938 results or
the authors'. For the two scoops which may be com-
pared, the 1938 conclusions were that the capacity of
#3 is slightly greater than #1 and that the static
heads developed in #3 were greater than those in #1.
This is true 1n general for the range of duct veloci-
ties over which their investigations were made, but
becomes decreasingly valid as the velocity in the duct
decreases.
Because of the velocity ranges covered, #1 is the
only scoop for which results may be quantitatively com-
pared. The agreement on the same data is none too
good. For a given duct velocity, the two trials should
check on the value of~ ss - h s~ for the corresponding
system velocity and capacity. As an example, referring
I~
to figure #17 in Crawford and Hall, at a duct velocity
of 18.3 ft/sec and a system velocity of 6.88 ft/sec,
the (h ss - h sd) value is 1.02 ft of H20. Interpol-
ating the authors' results at the same velocities re-
sults in an (h ss - h sd) value of approximately .40
ft of H20. This is a disparity of about 50% in a fig-
ure that should not be greater than 20% in error allow-
ing for experimental accuracy within 10% for both fig-
urea.
In contrast, however, the capacities of the scoop
arem:very close agreement, both being about 300 in3/sec.
The trend remains consistent throughout the two sets of
data. The prevailing disagreement between the two re-
sults is in the value of (h ss - h ad). "In explanation
of this difference it is noted that the 1938 authors
take no account of the difference in height between the
two static measurements, duct and scoop, in applying in-
strument corrections to their readings. Inasmuch as
the static pressure in the duct is without meaning un-
les8 referred to that in the scoop, this correction must
be applied. From the photograph of the apparatus used
by the 1938 authors it is evident that since the manom-
eters were located above the points of measurement, this
differential in height should be subtracted from the h ss
readings. For scoop #1 this height is 5 1/2 inches of
H20 or .46 ft of H20. Applying the correction would
leave a disparity in the two values of only .16 ft of H20
14
or agreement within 15%.
The authors suggest that in applying these previous
data this correction -be made.
15
METHOD OF PRESENTING DATA
The second method of obtaining data by use of a
model system appears to the authors to be the most log-
ical and easiest means of comparing scoop performance
and of gaining design information. It is on the basis
of tests made on model ~coop systems that the conclus-
ions of this paper are reached.
In previous tests, the data and results have been
presented in such a manner that application to design
involved a number of theoretical computations. Schmidt
plotted his data against a parameter which he terms
"percent of normal capacity", where "normal capacity" is
dependent on the velocity of approach of the water to the
'scoop. Professor Burtner extended this method so that
it might be applied to flush scoops. Use of this"par- .
ameter involves an integration of the boundary layer vel-
ocities over a theoretical section of approach to deter-
mine the velocity of approach. Such a method was used
by Crawford and Hall.
As to the basic assumption of "normal capacity", the
authors found from visual examination of the flow, that
streamlines for different scoops vary, and that the blan-
ket assumption can not be made that constant approach con-
ditions exist for all scoops. The parameter thus is pure-
ly arbitrary and another method of presenting results
should be employed.
16
The above criticism is not intended to be destruc-
tive but shows what the authors wished to avoid in order
to present results in the most practical form for design.
Instead of using unormal capacity" and auxiliary press-
ure and velocity relations, the data were reduced to the
three basic variables, the capacity of the scoop, the
static head loss across the condenser system and the
speed of the ship. The use of speed as a variable de-
pends on a direct proportionality between conditions in
the duct and those surrounding an actual ship in motion.
The essential determinant of dimensional proportion-
ality between model scoops tested and full scale scoops
as installed on board ship, is that the velocity distri-
butions in the boundary layers of both model and full
size installations are identical. That is, to the scale
of each, the percent of total velocities must be the same
at the same distance from the scoop entrance into the
stream flow. In order to show that the velocity dis-
tribution in the test duct employed was consistent with
full size conditions, a traverse of the duct was made and
the data plotte'd along with the data taken in traverses
of a ship's actual boundary layer. (Schmidt and Cox,
A.~.N.~., vol 43, 1931, pp 435 - 466.) This plot app-
ears on the following page.
To bring the duct traverse velocities into the range
of the ship velocities a proportionality factor of 10 was
&--: '
I
--:--1
18
employed. The contours of the plot show that for any
velocity between 24 and 32 knots the same curve applies
for both duct and ship. That is, for that portion of
the boundary layer into which a scoop will project, the
same velocity distribution will obtain over the scoop
entrance whether the scoop is a model or full scale.
This agreement justifies the use of model data direct-
ly for full scale design.
A general survey of plotte4 results indicates that
the data were consistent and uniform. The curves fair
remarkably well and the trend is in agreement with an
actual system model tested on board ship. (See fig.27,
A.S.N.E. 1931, n 454.)- - - - -
19
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.
The data as presented in the curves of static head
vs. capacity give some interesting information as to
the performance of the various scoops. The results
of scoop # 1 and #3 appear quite similar, as might be
expected. The detrimental effect of the lip is seen
from the lower heads produced in scoop # 3 at equal.
capacities and speeds as # 1. This difference is
more noticeable at higher ship velocity ranges. For
both these scoops the developed head varies relatively
little with flow,_ and appears to be mainly dependent
upon ship velocity.
On the other hand scoop # 4 shows a much steeper
curve and the initial heads developed at no flow are
higher than in either # 3 or # 1. However due to
the greater slope of the curve the head value soon
drops below the # 1 and # 3 values as the capaci ty
increases.
Scoop # 5 develops considerably higher heads at
low capacities than any of the other scoops. At the
higher capacities the curves turn downward and there
is a sharp decrease in head. Thus it would appear
that for insallations at low speeds and high heads
20
scoop # 5, or some similar design, would be best, while
at high speed # 1 gives the best performance.
In drawing conclusions from these plots a number
of facts must be stipulated. The size of the scoop
may be altered without changing the head developed. The
new capacity would be proportional to the model capacity
by the ratio of the scoop areas. Thus the plots give
actual performance up to approximately 12 knots, with-
out the use of any proportionality factor. However
as soon as velocities or heads above the plotted ranges
are consid~red, a suitable A must be applied to the
data. Here again the capacity range may be changed by
changing the scoop size and correcting the plotted or
derived values, but the velocity and head values may
be converted only by the Law of Similitude. (See Cal~
culations for the relations.) Essentially then, the
head and velocity ranges must be considered first,
while the capacity can be adjusted later. This final
adjustment will determine the size of scoop and inject-
ion line.
The curves of ship speed va. capacity at a larger
scale exemplify this argument. Data taken directly
from the original curves were converted to the ranges
required for high speed vessels. The capacities are
for a 28 inch scoop and injection. The curves repre-
2.\
sent only part-of the original data and therefore the
comparison between scoops is not the s&ne as for the
original curves. At the highest velocities a 20° scoop
with a small lip gives the highest capacity. In the
middle velocity range a flush 20° scoop gives the best
results, and at the lowest velocities the 90° scoop
shows up best. Scoop number 4 gives an entirely
different shaped curve than the others. The capacity
becomes very high in the medium velocity range but also
drops off very much at low speeds, and therefore would
be considered impractical.
Before concluding a discus~ion of performance, a
few words should be said on scoop efficiency. The terms
used in the following argument are:
capacity
pressure drop through system
head developed in scoop
ship velocity
resistance which the scoop adds to hull resistance.
pump efficiency
propulsive coefficient of vessel
ratio of Horse Power developed in the scoop
to the
becomes
H.P. added to the necessary ship driving power
QP/RV , which is a measure of scoop efficiency.
The ratio of R.P. necessary for a circulating pump
to the S.H.P. added to the main unit becomes:
• cRPV
2.2..
If this value is less than 1.0 , use of a pump
is indicated; if it is greater than 1.0 , theoretically
a scoop should be fitted. However certain economic
considerations of space, weight, and cost would reduce
the critical point to a slightly lower value than 1.0 •
The percent of H.P. saved by adding a scoop to a
regular pump circulating system would become :
QPs / ep RV / cp (100)
Q,P I ep
Again the economic factors would dictate the critical
value which determines the utility of the scoop.
From these last considerations we find that the data
available is not really sufficient for initial desien.
The circulating pump Horse Power of modern high vacuum
installations is in the vicinity of 1 ~ of the main unit
S.H.P., and therefore has some importance in the main unit
design. Therefore, to be able to analyze fUlly the
problem before the designer, it is necessary to know the
appendage resistance of the scoop at various velocities
of the hull and at various circulating water capacities.
A scoop for a given vessel should be able to supply the
required amount of circulating water at each given ship
speed and also fulfill the external resistance specifi~
cations. The curves give information for the first
proposition, but the data for the second problem
is at present lacking.
However, an examination of the photographs
taken of all available scoops, including those not
tested, will give some indication of the under water
performance that may be expected.
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PHOTOGRAPHS
In order to photograph the 10, air as introduced
into th duct ahead of the scoop through a perforate
tube. This tube aa not in use during test runs.
Sco p n ber 1
{ 200 - no lip }
h 8 photograph sho a smooth flo fro h duc in 0
the scoop entr nce ith slight ou flo to rd th nd
of the scoop opening There 18 very 1 ttl ad in n
the flo 1s enti 11y unbroke • Th in ic t10 ould
that t e sooop 0 fars r lative1y lit 1 e rnal
tanc •
Sooop numb r 2
This is a 200 scoop lth slight lip and equip-
ped ith strainer plates. Because of the previous
poor performance of this scoop it a not test d.
Scoop number 3
This is a 200 scoop ith a m dium lip.
The photogr ph sho fairly smooth 10 in 0 h
for rd p rt of the scoop opening but a Ii h 0
r fl0 an consider ble eddying at th lip. T
indication is th t th scoop ould h e mor ed y r
81 tance han numbe 2.
Scoop number 4
This is a 320 scoop ith a large lip projection.
36
Scoop number 5.
This is a 900 scoop ith turning vanes and fair at r.
The photo raph sho a r spilling 0 er th id
and bot 0 of th scoop entr nce. Thl may be acre
by inc eased c c1ty. fa r ter at th ba of
coop pr en s any riou eddyln, nd t y be con-
clu th teddy e 1st nce 18 19h Due to th in
cr d urfac the e i 1 be a 11 h ly e rl
tloD 1 resl tance
Sample--Design
It has previously been stated that the results
of this thesis would be recorded .in such a..form as
to aid the designer directly in his design of condenser
scoops. The curves compiTed.by the authors can be
used. in two.way.s.
a.. To find the desired size of scoop for ~.giveni
scoop type_ so~,as to satisfy given condenser requirements:
of'a ship.
b,. Given a type and size.of scoop ,:to.predict its
performance on the actual_ship.
There are two methods of solving for scoop size
for a given power installation. Method I. - Use the
plots of system capacity vs •.ship speed for a given;
scoop..type ( 2811 injection line , A = 12.9 ) and cOI!ra.ct
the size of scoop for desired capacity. Method. II.-
Use_plots.ofstatic head drop across the system vs.
capac!ty for..a given type scoop. Assume any i\ whi ch
'rlillL.bring the speed of the model into the range of
the plots, or better. assume a A vlhich willi.bring the
speed of the model.onto one of the constant. speed. cont.,.:.
ours.
Designer 1 S data.,_
Sample calculations for a..given set.of speci-
fications are shown below for a flush 20~ scoop,and
a;,90o scoop.with:vanes. To predict. the performanca
of a given scoop is merely the reverse procedune;o~
the methods given above. The symbols used..ar.e~.
A = Linear proportion: between ship and model.
VO = Model speed.
W = Ship speed.
QO = Model. capacity.
Q :~Ship capcity.
A~ = Model_scoop area.
A_ = Ship scoop area.
Calculationa:.
Shif speed = 30 knots
Req' d .. cap.= 30,000 GPI-1!•.
Head, loss = 18 ft. water
If a flush 20° scoop is desired -
Method I. Using the plot of system capacity VB. ship
speed (constant head) for scoop #1,1" enter at 18 ft.
and 30 knots and read 59,000 GPl\tl'f/ith.a 28" injection.
Capacity per unit area = 72,000
TT 4 (28) ,2,,;
d: = //30,000/59,000 (28) = 20.0 inches.
Method II. Using the plot of static head drop across
the system VB. system capacity (constant speed) for scoop
# 1. Assume a A =--9
()\= 3 , vivO =.r;:;:- = 3~" , VJO = 10 knots.
H = ?l HO , H.o = 18/9 = 2 ft. of \-/ater.
Enter plot at 10 knots (interpolate) and 2 ft. static
drop and read 435 in3/sec.
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Since.cthe model: scoop area;.= 3,•.7, ins-" QO/Ao = 117 in3/sec.
Q/A.;.variesas ~ and therefore: Q/A.= 351. in.3/sec.
Q (GPM~ = 30,000 (231) in3/sec.
60
A = 30,000 ~251) = 328 square inches.= ~ de/~
351 ( 0
d= 20.4 inches.
If a;90o scoop with vanes is desired -
Method I. Enter the plot of system capacity vs.
speed (constant head) for scoop # 5. at..30 knots and
1B ft. and read off 4~,OOO GPM.
d = I 30,000/47,000 (28) = 22.3 inches
Nethod II. Use the plot of.static head drop acrOSE
the system vs. capacity for scoop # 5. Instead of
assuming any A , let:,us use a A which will..bring us
on a line in the plot so as to avoid interpolation. Let
us use the 12.7 knot line.
30/12.7, = viVo =.rJ\ = 2.36, 1\ = 5.58
H/Ho = A , HO = 18/5.58 = 3.24 ft. of water.
Enter plot with 3.24 ft. and 12.7 knots and obtain
470 in3/sec. rx- QO/Ao = Q/A = 127 (2 •.36) = 299
A.= 30,000 ~251) = 385 square inches299 ( 0
d~= I 4/n (G85) = 22.3 inches.
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It seems better to assume a A "lhich.will. give,
a-.value of speed'which is ..plotted, when using l-iethod
II. , so-,as'.to avoid any ihterpolation.
From, the.,diameters of injection line determined
from the above: calculations, it may be seen that tha
20° 'scoop will give a.lighter system and use. slightly
less space. However since the difference is slight,
it would bB wise to try the available and required
cirCUlating water capacity and heads at. lower
non-service.:.speeds."in:order to see \>lhich.scoop \'1111
b.e serviceable over the.greatest ship speed range.
The one other major' consideration is that of
externalL resistance of the scoops •. It may be
assumed that the 900 scoop '\'rill:have the.greater
appendage resistance. Therefore~ unless. the speed
ranges differ very greatly, a 20.5, inch diameter
flush scoop and injection line would be used for
this ve ssel.•
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SCOOP CONDENSER DESIGN NOMOGRM~S.
These charts were developed on a theoretical basis
as an aid to the design and prediction of scoop cond-
anser systems. The explanation of assumptions and
equations is given below.
Terminology: .
Q = cubic ft./sec. flo",through system
Ah'= P = static pressure drop through system
V = ship velocity in knots.
a = scoop area in square inches.
Kl = Constant of the condenser and piping.
K2 = Constant of the scoop and discharge.
Basic Equations:
Q = Kl a ;-p- P = K2 (V~v)2
v = Q/a
Dimensional constants are omitted in these
equations.
Plotted Equations:
I. 81 = rK;-------
1 +iK2 K1
II. 82 = K1 81
III.
where 81 is a parameter governing pressure drop and
62 is a parameter governing capacity.
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Ranges:
These charts are computed for use over the same
ranges as the data found during these tests. The same
Law of Similitude conversions may be applied to these
charts'for other changes.
Density Correction:
The scales are calculated for use with salt water
conditions •• For use with water of other density, the
following correction factors should be used:
r = lbs./cubic feet
ro = 64. = salt water
P(r/ro} = P (r/64) = P corrected.
-Q/r!ro = Q Ir/64 = Q corrected.
If these factors are applied the system and scoop
constants will be the same as for salt water.
Determination of Constants:
The constants are determined by running test data
through the chart system and coming out with the constant
values. For design purpose the caloulated head loss and
required capacity and given ship speed may be used in the
same manner.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The authors recom~end:
that the system of presentation of data used in this
paper be used in further investigations with the ex-
oeption that Q/a instead of Q be plotted against ship
speed to facilitate the calculations;
that teata be made on different model sooops of vary-
ing size to determine the exactness with whioh the
Law of Similitude may be applied;
that complete tests be made on the appendage resistance
of scoop and discharge systems at varying ship speeds
and varying rates of flow;
that tests similar to those employed by the authors be
used with varying types of overboard discharge.
APPENDIX
v
Q
p
p s
H~
H vs
h sd
h ss
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Symbols
Ship Velocity (units as given)
System Capacity (units as given)
Pressure drop through system - ft of H20
Pressure drop through system -
in of Hg-in of H20
Velocity head in duct -
in of Hg-in of H20
Velooity head in system -
in of CC14-in of H20
Static head in duct referred to atmos-
pherio pressure - ft of H20
Static head in scoop referred to atmos-
pheric pressure - ft of H20
V s Velocity in system tt/sec
a
Ratio of linear dimensions of full-size
system to model.
Scoop cross seotional area
Traverse of Flume
Inches Velocities
from top ft/sec
of flume
1/2 13.0 12.7 11.0 9.7
3/4 13.5 13.2 11.9 10.4
1 14.7 14.0 12.5 10.9
1 1/4 14.9 14.1 12.9 11.1
1 1/2 15.5 14.6 13.1 11.3
1 3/4 15.7 14.7 13.2 11.8
2 16.0 14.9 13.5 12.0
2 1/4 16.1 15.2 13.6 12.2
2 1/2 16.2 .15.3 13.8 12.4
2 3/4 16.4 15.4 13.9 12.7
3 16.6 15.5 14.0 12.7
3 1/4 16.7 15.5 14.1 12.8
3 1/2 16.8 15.7 14.2 12.9
3 3/4 16.8 15.7 14.2 12.9
4 16.8 15.7 14.2 12.7
4,
Scoop Number 1 - Discharge to tank
v Q h ad h ss V s
tt/sec 1n3/sec tt H2O tt H2O tt/sec
18.40 398 1.88 2.03 8.98
18.40 346 1.88 2.20 7.80
18.40 297 1.88 2.25 6.69
18.30 160 1.88 2.37 3.6018.30 0 2.10 2.37 .00
17.10 372 1.60 1.76 8.39
17.10 322 1.60 1.82 7.2617.10 278 1.55 2.04 6.27
17.10 154 1.71 2.09 3.47
17.10 0 1.82 2.20 000
15.80 344 1.33 1.48 7.76
15.80 297 1.33 1.58 6.70
15.80 258 1.33 1.64 5.82
15.80 143 1.33 1.64 3.22
15.80 0 1.38 1.70 .00
15.60 326 1.22 1.27 7.35
15.60 286 1.22 1.38 6.45
15.60 248 1.22 1.48 5.59
15.60 138 1.22 1.53 3.11
15.60 0 1.22 1.53 .00
14.00 309 1.06 1.17 6.96
14.00 274 1.06 1.17 6.18
14.00 236 1.06 1.33 5.32
14.00 134 1.06 1.38 3.02
14.00 0 1.22 1.44 .00
4B
Scoop Number 3 - Discharge to tank
v Q h sd h ss V s
ft/sec in3/sec ft H2O ft H2O rt/sec
19.10 404 2.00 2.21 9.10
19.10 356 2.00 2.32 8.02
18.90 304 2.00 2.37 5.49
18.70 165 2.11 2.43 3.72
18.70 0 2.22 2.59 .00
18.00 378 1.62 1.88 8.53
17.80 330 1.62 1.94 7.45
17.80 286 1.62 2.10 6.44
17.80 145 1.62 2.10 3.27
17.80 0 1.62 2.10 .00
16.05 346 1.34 1.45 7.80
16.05 299 1.29 1.50 6.74
16.05 260 1.34 1.55 5.86
16.05 133 1.34 1.50 3.00
16.05 0 1.51 1.33 .00
15.20 329 1.13 1.28 7.42
15.20 293 1.18 1.39 6.60
15.20 255 1.24 1.50 5.75
15.20 135 1.24 1.61 3.04
15.20 0 1.24 1.67 .00
14.15 316 1.13 1.12 7.12
14.25 279 1.08 1.23 6.29
14.25 218 1.08 1.33 4.91
14.25 127 1.08 1.45 2.87
14.25 0 1.13 1.50 .00
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Scoop Number 4 - Discharge to'tank
50
V Q h sd h sa V s
ft/sec 1n3/sec ft H2O ft H2O rt/sec
19.50 415 2.12 1.63 9.35
19.60 355 2.23 1.85 8.00
19.60 302 2.18 2.22 6.80
19.60 169 2.23 2.43 3.82
19.50 0 2.45 2.71 .00
18.40 386 1.86 1.42 8.70
18.20 333 1.86 1.52 7.5018.30 '283 1.81 1.63 6.38
18.30 141 1.96 2.01 3.18
18.20 0 2.01 2.38 .00
16.65 343 1.42 1.08 7.74
16.60 300 1.42 1.18 6.76
16.65 260 1.42 1.23 5.87
16.65 142 1.42 1.83 3.20
16.65 0 1.70 1.~6 .00
15.80 328 1.31 .87 7.40
15.80 286 1.31 1.02 6.45
15.80 250 1.31 1.18 5.64
15.80 136 1.31 1.46 3.07
15.40 0 1.36 1.63 .00
14.50 303 1.03 .74 6.84
14.50 269 1.03 .87 6.07
14.50 236 1.03 .92 5.33
14.50 132 1.14 1.18 2.97
14.50 0 1.35 1.42 .00
Scoop Number 5 - Discharge to tank
5\
V Q h ad h as V a
ft/aec 1n3/aec ft H2O ft H2O ft/aec
17.80 384 1.77 1.37 8.66
17.80 348 1.77 1.81 7.85
17.80 307 1.77 2.25 6.92
17.80 181 1.77 2.91 4.0817.80 0 2.09 3.51 .00
16.70 367 1.55 1.32 8.28
16.70 329 1.55 1.65 7.4116.70 296 1.55 2.14 6.68
16.70 170 1.60 2.91 3.83
16.70 0 1.82 3.23 .00
15.60 340 1.33 1.05 7.66
15.60 307 1.33 1.37 6.92
15.60 273 1.33 1.71 6.16
15.60 159 1.33 2.36 3.59
15.60 0 1.33 2.63 .00
14.95 325 1.16 .92 7.33
14.95 290 1.22 1.27 6.55
14.95 266 1.22 1.59 6.0014.95 152 1.22 2.03 3.43
14.95 0 1.22 2.52 .00
14.00 306 1.00 .77 6.9014.00 279 1.00 1.05 6.30
14.00 247 1.00 1.32 5.57
14.00 145 1.00 1.92 3.'Z]
14.00 0 1.22 2.14 .00
13.00 284 .89 .61 6.41
13.00 260 .89 .83 5.87
13.00 230 .89 1.11 5.19
13.00 134 .89 1.49 3.02
13.00 0 .89 1.71 .00
Scoop Number 1 - Disoharge to flume
52.
H vd H va. P a V Q, P
in Hg in 0014 in Hg tt/sec ln3/aec ft H2O
6.25 35.9 3.10 20.60 455 3.266.20 28.5 3.30 20.50 394 3.47
6.20 21.5 3.55 20.50 334 3.736.20 6.9 3.65 20.50 193 3.846.30 .1 4.30 20.70 0 4.52
5.40 31.3 2.80 19.10 417 2.945.40 24.8 3.00 19.10 363 3.15
5.40 18.0 3.10 19.10 301 3.265.40 5.8 3.10 19.10 165 3~265.40 .1 3.60 19.10 0 3.78
4.40 25.7 2.30 .17.25 370 2.424.40 20.5 2.40 17.25 324 2.52
4.35 15.0 2.50 17.20 272 2.63 .4.40 4.9 2.60 17.25 153 2.734.40 .1 3.00 17.25 0 3.15
3.90 23.2 2.10 16.30 349 2.21
3.95 18.2 2.20 16.35 303 2.313.95 13.4 2.30 16.35 255 2.42
3.95 4.3 2.45 16.35 144 2.573.95 .1 2.70 16.35 0 2.84
3.40 20.2 1.80 15.20 322 1.89
3.40 16.0 1.90 15.20 282 2.003.40 11.9 2.00 15.20 239 2.103.40 3.9 2.00 15.20 138 2.10
3.40 .1 2.35 15.20 0 2.47
Scoop Number 3 - Discharge to flume
50
H vd H vs P 8 V Q P
in Hg in 0014 in Hg ft/sec ln3/sec ft H2O
6.30 36.4 3.10 20.60 444 3.26
6.20 28.6 3.30 20.50 389 3.47
6.20 20.8 3.40 20.50 329 3.57
6.20 6.1 3.50 20.50 174 3.68
6.10 .1 4.10 20.35 0 4.30
5.10 30.5 2.65 18.60 402 2.78
5.10 24.3 2.75 18.60 356 2.89
5.10 17.8 2.80 18.60 303 2.94
5.10 5.2 3.00 18.60 160 3.155.10 .1 3.40 18.60 0 3.57
4.10 25.2 2.10 16.70 363 2.21
4.20 20.0 2.25 16.85 322 2.36
4.20 14.5 2.40 16.85 274 2.52
4.20 4.4 2.50 16.85 146 2.63
4.20 .1 2.90 16.85 0 3.05
3.70 22.9 1.90 15.80 343 2.00
3.75 17.9 2.05 15.90 305 2.15
3.80 13.2 2.10 16.00 261 2.21
3.70 3.8 2.20 15.80 135 2.31
3.80 .1 2.60 16.00 0 2.73
3.30 19.9 1.70 14.95 322 1.79
3.25 15.8 1.75 14.85 286 1.84
3.30 11.5 1.85 14.95 243 1.95
3.30 3.4 1.90 14.95 127 2.00
3.30 .1 2.30 14.95 0 2.42
Scoop Number 4 - Discharge to flume
54
H vd H VB P B V Q P
in Hg in 0014 in Hg ft/sec in3/sec ft H2O
5.80 32.8 2.35 19.80 449 2.47
5.80 26.1 2.45 19.80 378 2.57
5.75 19.5 2.60 19.70 316 2.73
5.80 6.3 . 3.25 19.80 174 3.415.65 .1 4.40 19.60 0 4.62
5.05 29.1 2.19 18.50 406 2.205.05 22.4 2.25 18~50 343 2.36
5.05 17.0 2.35 18.50 293 2.475.00 5.4 2.90 18.40 159 3.045.00 .1 3.75 18.40 0 3.94
4.10 24.1 1.70 16.70 359 1.784.20 18.8 1.80 16.85 310 1.894.20 14.1 1.95 16.85 266 2.04
4.15 4.6 2.30 16.75 145 2.424.10 .1 3.20 16.70 0 3.36
3.75 22.0 1.55 15.90 339 1.63
3.70 17.4 1.65 15.80 297 1.73
3.75 12.9 1.75 15.90 254 1.843.75 7.9 1.95 15.90 197 2.053.75 .1 2.80 15.90 0 2.94
3.30 19.7 1.30 14.95 318 1.373.30 15.0 1.40 14.95 275 1.473.30 11.2 1.50 14.95 236 1.583.30 3.9 1.85 14.95 132 1.95
3.30 .1 2.40 14.95 0 2.52
Scoop Number 5 - Discharge to flume
55
H vd H vs P s V Q p
in Hg in 0014 in Hg ft/eec in3/seo ft H2O
6.70 37.9 3.00 21.30 480 3.15
6.80 31.9 3.50 21.50 433 3.686.80 24.6 4.20 21.50 373 4.41
6.75 8.8 5.25 21.40 217 5.506.80 - .3 6.70 21.50 0 7.05
5.75 32.2 2.40 19.70 436 2.52
5.70 26.9 3.00 19.65 371 3.155.70 21.2 3.65 19.65 342 3.83
5.70 6.7 4.40 19.65 188 4.62
5.65 - .1 5.50 19.55 0 5.77
4.55 25.9 1.95 17.55 382 2.054.60 22.0 2.50 17.65 348 2.624.60 17.2 2.90 17.65 305 3.05
4.55 6.0 3.60 17.55 176 3.784.45 0.0 4.45 17.35 0 4.67
4.00 23.5 1.80 16.50 361 1.89
4.05 19.7 2.20 16.60 328 2.314.00 15.8 2.60 16.50 291 2.734.00 5.3 3.20 16.50 166 3.364.00 0.0 4.10 16.50 0 4.30
3.50 20.4 1.50 15.40 334 1.573.45 16.7 1.90 15.30 300 2.003.40 13.1 2.25 15.20 263 2.363.50 4.8 2.80 15.40 158 2.94
3.50 0.0 3.60 15.40 0 3.78
2.90 17.3 1.30 14.00 305 1.362.85 14.5 1.60 13.90 277 1.68
2.90 10.9 2.00 14.00 238 2.102.90 4.0 2.50 14.00 140 2.622.90 .1 2.90 14.00 0 3.05
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CAL.CULATIONS
I.
A summary of the general equations and constants
used in the conver.aionof test data to plotted and
noted data.
Velocity -
Pltot tube measurement. Mercury manometer with water
above-both mercury legs.
H.:: -va::
V = I 2gh = I (64.4:) (13.6 1.0) h7l2~
= 8.22:. ~ ft./sea'.
Pitot tUbe measurements. C014 manometer with water
above both-.CC1~. legs. Instead of calculating this
velocity head and computing a discharge coefficient,
the manometer readings were plotted directly against
the timed discharge into a tank. (See calibration curves.)
Quantities -
These were read directly from the calibration curves
in cubic inches per second.
Pressure Drop through the Sy~tem
Two static tubes were located at the injection and
discharge. A mercury manometer with water above both
mercury legs was used.
P = h (13.6
12
1.0) ft. of water
6\
Velocity in Scoop -
The quantity found from the calibration curve
was divided by the scoop cross-sectional area to give
the average velocity through the injection and the sys-
tern. The area for all scoops was 3.7 square inches.
Vs = Q/{3.7){12) tt./sec.
Static Head in duct -
A mercury manometer was connected to the static
tUbe of a pitot tube located in the center of the duct.
There was water above the closed leg of the manometer,
and a head of 7.7 inches of water in the leg open to
the atmosphere. The pitot position was 26 inches above
the median height of the mercury, which was at a scale
reading of 9.1 inches.
(~- h2)(13.6) +- (7.7)(1.0) = (9.1 - h2) + 26 + hsd
had = 13.6 hI - 12.6 ~ - 27.4 ft. of water.
12
A further correction to the value of hsd was
necessary to refer it to conditions at the scoop static
tube. This was done by sUbtracting the height of the
scoop static tube above the pitot tube from the value
of hsd in feet of water.
Static head in scoop
A mercury manometer with water in the closed leg
and 6.5 inches of water in the open leg was connected
to the static tUbe of the injection. The median mercury
position was located at the 5.4 inch scale reading.
where hc is the height of the static tube above the median
mercury position.
Scoop # 1. h = 34.5 inchesc
hsd = 13.6 ~ - 12.6 h2 ~ 33.4
12
Scoop #.3. hc:= 35.0 inches
hsd = 13.6 h1 ..:.12.6 ~~ 33.9 .
12
ft. of water
Scoop # 4.
Scoop # 5.
Constants ..
h = 35.5 inchesc
13~6 h1 ..:.12.~ h2 ..:.34.4
12
hc = 34.5 inches
13.6 h1 - 12.6 h2 ~ 33.4
12
1 knot = 6080.3/3600 = 1.685 ft./sec.
1 GPM = 231/60 = 3.85 cubic inches/ sec.
Specific gravity of water = 1.0 (62.4 1bs./cu.ft.)
II.
Considerations of proportionality factors •
In order to make the data determined from these
tests on model scoops applic~ble to full size ships,
Froude'sLaw , or the Law of Similitude, was applied
to the test data. It was found that a A of 12.9 gives.
a 28 inch diameter injection line, which is of the order
of magnitude used on fast vessels. The ship speed and
pressure drop through the system also are brought into
usable ranges by this A
follow:
• The relations are as
( VO,Qo,Ho,ao are test data, V,Q,H,a, are ship
data.)
A = ratio of linear dimensions of model and ful~ ~ize
scoop.
V= Vo ~ = vO (3.59)
Q, = Q,~ A 2.5 = (600) QO
H = HO A = HO (12.9)
Q/a = (Qo/ao ) ('A2•5/,>\2 ) = Q,0/ a.o(3.59)
This last relation is actually a velocity relation
and the factor agrees with the ship velocity conversion.
Any other" may be applied to the test data to bring
the ranges into suitable magnitude for the particular
use in consideration.
